Microinvasive Glaucoma Surgery and Premium IOLs

Historically, glaucoma surgery has been highly invasive and frequently associated with postoperative complications. The idea of making a complex situation worse by introducing refractive goals was de trop. The predictability of microinvasive glaucoma surgery (MIGS), however, has allowed the alignment of IOP goals with physicians’ expectations and patients’ desired refractive goals. The iStent Trabecular Micro-Bypass Stent (Glaukos) has a high safety profile and poses minimal risks when combined with cataract surgery. The device is refractively neutral and allows glaucoma specialists to surgically address IOP without introducing optical aberrations.

DETERMINING PATIENTS’ EXPECTATIONS AND GOALS

Paramount to establishing a surgical plan that combines MIGS and refractive cataract surgery is determining the patient’s objectives. After identifying a patient with glaucoma and cataracts who requires surgical intervention, the next step is to determine if he or she desires to be less dependent on spectacles. At this point, options for combining cataract surgery with IOP-lowering surgery can be presented. Patients undergoing combined phacoemulsification-MIGS have three refractive options: (1) continue to use spectacles postoperatively, (2) opt for spectacle independence for distance vision, (3) or aim for spectacle independence at distance and near.

Continue With Spectacles

For the patients who do not mind wearing glasses after surgery, the surgeon can offer a standard monofocal lens with a targeted refractive error that matches the patient’s refractive desires. Typically, this goal is a spherical equivalent of plano, but on occasion, patients will desire postoperative myopia for reading. These individuals should be counseled not to expect spectacle independence. The key here is that the surgeon can allow any cylindrical error of the prescription to be addressed with glasses. Biometry is required to determine the IOL power best suited to meet these patients’ refractive goals.

Spectacle Independence at Distance

A combination of methods allows patients with or without glaucoma to be free of spectacles for distance vision. Achieving emmetropia for spectacle-free distance vision requires accurate targeting of both spherical and cylindrical components of the refractive error. The ideal preoperative evaluation includes assessing keratometry, topography, refraction, and biometry. To target the postoperative refractive error even better, ophthalmologists can perform intraoperative wavefront aberrometry with ORA (Alcon) to confirm IOL calculations and residual astigmatism. ORA can be valuable when targeting cylinder and can guide on-axis surgery, manual or femtosecond laser-assisted astigmatic keratotomy, toric IOL implantation, or a combination of these options.
depending on the amount of preoperative astigmatism. Carefully addressing astigmatism can help patients achieve their goals.

Spectacle Independence at Distance and Near

For patients with glaucoma, the options for spectacle independence at both distance and near include monovision, accommodating IOLs, and multifocal IOLs. Visual field evaluations assist IOL section in these patients. The presence of visual field defects is a contraindication for multifocal IOLs, because both these lenses and glaucoma reduce contrast sensitivity. The benefit of spectacle independence does not outweigh the reduced image quality and visual field changes. For patients with visual field defects, the physician can consider monovision and accommodating IOLs for improved spectacle independence. With monovision, however, it is important to understand the results of the visual field test and ensure that the defects are mild and do not interfere with tracking.

The Crystalens (Bausch + Lomb) is not thought to reduce contrast sensitivity, which is a reasonable option for patients with glaucoma who desire some near vision from a lens that corrects for distance. A thorough preoperative examination is important. The Crystalens may be a poor choice for patients with pseudoxfoliation due to the risk of an unstable zonular bag complex and capsular contraction.

Monovision for glaucoma patients is similar to monovision in the unaffected population. The ideal candidate either has tried the method through contact lenses or happens to have natural monovision and enjoys it. For patients who have not experienced monovision but are interested in this option, the clinician should require a contact lens trial. Typically, the dominant eye is reserved for distance correction and the nondominant eye for near. A thorough discussion with the patient regarding the risks of disease progression and subsequent difficulty with monovision is important.

ACCESS TO AN EXCIMER LASER

Glaucoma specialists often do not have an excimer laser at their disposal, which makes offering options for spectacle independence difficult but not impossible. Just as the comprehensive ophthalmologist who offers premium IOL services may team with a local refractive surgeon, the glaucoma specialist can also try for such a relationship. Premium lenses can be offered without excimer laser support, but there will frequently be patients who would benefit from an enhancement to enjoy their full visual potential. Patients should be educated on the relationship between thin corneas and IOP so that future eye care providers adjust their IOP measurements appropriately.

“It is important for glaucoma specialists to remember that, when treating the disease, there is also an opportunity to address refractive errors.

CONCLUSION

The growing population of people leaving the workforce often has multiple coexisting diseases. It is important for glaucoma specialists to remember that, when treating the disease, there is also an opportunity to address refractive errors. Many surgeons hesitate to offer options for spectacle independence in the setting of glaucoma with vision loss, but the decision belongs to the patient, not the treating physician. Given the opportunity, many patients will choose an option that offers some visual advantage over a standard monofocal lens. It lies with the physician to ensure that patients choose from options that will improve their quality of vision and quality of life.
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